Following the recent progress in integrating single-wall carbon nanotubes (SWCNTs) into silicon-based micro-electromechanical systems (MEMS), new modeling tools are needed to predict their behavior under different loads, including thermal, electrical and mechanical. In the present study, the mechanical behavior of SWCNTs under thermoelectrical loading is analyzed using a large deflection geometrically nonlinear string model. The effect of the resistive heating was found to have a substantial influence on the SWCNTs behavior, including significant enhancement of the strain (up to the millistrains range) and buckling due to the thermal expansion. The effect of local buckling sites was also studied and was found to enhance the local strain. The theoretical and numerical results obtained in the present study demonstrate the importance of resistive heating in the analysis of SWCNTs and provide an additional insight into the unique mechanics of suspended SWCNTs.
Introduction
Integration of carbon nanotubes (CNTs), and especially single-wall carbon nanotubes (SWCNTs) into larger scale microelectromechanical (MEMS) silicon structures, is attractive due to the unique physical properties of CNTs. CNT technology appears to be beneficial in applications such as SWCNTs transistor [1] , SWCNTs resonators [2] , and SWCNTs-based biological, chemical [3] , and mechanical sensors [4, 5] .
The progress achieved in integrating methods of SWCNTs into silicon structures, including MEMS devices [4] [5] [6] , set the groundwork for the creation of a new generation of MEMS sensors, which exploit the high sensitivity of SWCNTs along with the robustness and flexibility of the already well established MEMS technology. Several SWCNT-MEMS sensors were reported in the literature. In these device physical stimuli (mechanical, electrical, magnetic, etc.) are applied to the MEMS device. The MEMS structures deform along with the SWCNT that serves as the sensing element. Due to the small dimensions the SWCNTs, even small deformations of a microstructure may generate a significant strain in an anchored nanotube, which results in a change in their electrical properties [4, 7] . The sensors reported to date demonstrated high sensitivity and can be used as high end pressure sensors [5] , displacement sensors [4] , mass sensors [8] and strain sensors [9, 10] . Understanding the physics of suspended SWCNTs is, therefore, an important task towards the successful design of SWCNT-based devices.
Numerous studies were devoted to understanding SWCNT mechanics, including extensive experimental, as well as theoretical studies [11] [12] [13] [14] . Several studies analyzed the effect of the mechanical deformation on the electrical [4, 15] or optical [16] properties of SWCNTs. A variety of approaches were used in modeling SWCNT mechanics, ranging from atomistic approaches, through mesoscale approaches, up to large scale continuum mechanics (CM) approaches. The most widely used atomistic approaches are molecular dynamics (MD) methods, which provide credible results [17] . However, MD methods are computationally expensive and thus limited to the modeling of very short SWCNTs (i.e., SWCNTs of several nanometers in length [18] ). Mesoscale approaches, such as coarse grained methods or the dissipative particle dynamics [19] , enable the modeling of larger scale SWCNTs, but are still computationally expensive. The well established CM methods, on the other hand, are computationally cheaper and are not limited by the dimensions of the SWCNTs [11, 20] . In addition, CM approaches often result in relatively simple and compact models allowing analytical treatment and provides an insight into the behavior of CNTs. Although CM models do not take into account interatomic interactions within CNTs, several comparative studies have shown that CM results are in close agreement with results obtained from MD simulations [18] or experiments [11, 21] .
In spite of the vast variety of reported SWCNT modeling approaches, the effect of resistive heating on the mechanical deformation of a suspended SWCNT under electrostatic loading has yet to be analyzed. As we will show below, this effect has substantial influence on the SWCNT mechanics. Due to poor heat transfer mechanisms in suspended SWCNTs, the temperature of SWCNTs can rise by hundreds of degrees even with relatively small electrical currents [22] .
In the present study, a large deflection, nonlinear sting model was used in order to simulate the behavior of suspended SWCNTs. Contrary to most previously reported studies in which SWCNTs were modeled as a beam, in the current study, SWCNTs were modeled as a string. A string model is justified by the high slenderness of realistic nanotube devices [6, 23, 24] . We begin with considering the nonlinear large deflection equation of equilibrium, followed by discussing the solution to this equation for a specific geometry. The effect of the resistive heating is then analyzed using the string model, followed by nonlinear finite element (FE) simulation to study of the influence of the local buckling sites on the strain arising in the SWCNTs. Finally, discussion and conclusions are presented.
Formulation
In the present study, the problem of a suspended SWCNT under resistive heating and electrostatic force was analyzed. The configuration of the device is shown schematically in Figure 1 . The SWCNT is suspended on a silicon structure.
The undeformed configuration of the SWCNT can be either taut or slacked, as a function of the temperature and the prestress, as will be discussed below. Drain-source voltage, V ds , is applied to the SWCNT and generates the resistive heating. In addition, gate voltage, V g , is applied to the SWCNT by a silicon electrode which is electrically insulated from the SWCNT by a dielectric material, such as silicon dioxide or silicon nitride. The electrode is located at a relatively large distance from the SWCNT (several micrometers). The distance between the anchors (attachment points) is L 0 . Such an experimental setup was reported by us in [6, 23, 24] .
Two main simplifying assumptions were made while developing the device model. First, we consider a SWCNT of high aspect ratio (long with respect to its cross-section). In this case, the SWCNT under consideration has low bending stiffness, the stiffness resulting from the axial tension of the SWCNT is dominant, and the device can be considered as a string. Second, we assume that the electrostatic force applied to the string is independent of its deflection. Strictly speaking, the electrostatic force applied to the SWCNT depends nonlinearly on the gap between the SWCNT and the electrode [25] . However, since the displacements of the SWCNT (in the order of hundreds of nanometers) are significantly smaller than the initial electrostatic gap (in the order of several micrometers or even tens of micrometers), we assume the electrostatic force to be displacement independent. In addition, since the gate voltage (in the order of tens of Volts) is significantly higher than the drain-source voltage (in the order of tenth of Volts), we consider the actuation voltage V to be equal to the gate voltage (V = V g ) and disregard the voltage difference along the SWCNT. Under these assumptions and taking into account the fact that the electrostatic force is perpendicular to the SWCNT axis, the deformed SWCNT has the form of a circular arc. Therefore, the governing equilibrium equation is
where N is the tension force, q is the electrostatic force per unit length applied to the SWCNT, and κ is the curvature of the deformed SWCNT. The electrostatic force per unit length, q, was derived by calculating the derivative of the electrostatic coenergy Journal of Nanomaterials 3 E = −CV 2 /2, where C is the capacitance per unit length of the straight tube and V is the actuation voltage, with respect to the tube deflection. This capacitance was calculated as a capacitance of a wire of a diameter d, a length L 0 and an electrostatic gap h, located above an infinite plane [26] . The capacitance C is given by
where ε 0 is the dielectric permittivity of air. The tension force, N, includes an initial pretension, N 0 , which is related to the fabrication process, a tension resulting from the elongation (stretch) in the SWCNT during the deformation and a thermal compression force, namely,
Here E and A = πdt are the Young's modulus and the SWCNT cross-section area, respectively (with d and t are the diameter and thickness of the SWCNT, resp.), α is the coefficient of thermal expansion (see [27] ) and ΔT is the temperature difference with respect to a reference temperature, for example, ambient room temperature. We note that (3), which is the constitutive relation of the tube, incorporates an assumption that the strain within the SWCNT is small, the stress-strain relation is linear, and the nonlinearity is only of a geometric nature. The average strain induced by deformation is defined as follows:
where L 0 and L are the undeformed and the deformed lengths of the tube, respectively. Note that L 0 corresponds to a state when the SWCNT has an initial tension of N 0 rather than being a stress-free SWCNT. We note that due to the resistive heating, the string expands and the strain decreases below the initial pretension. For temperature differences higher than a certain value, ΔT cr = N 0 /αEA, the thermal strain and the initial tensile strain eliminate each other. Since the string cannot sustain a compressive force, a deflection (slackness) appears. In this case, the only tension force that governs the behavior of the SWCNT is the stretch (see (3)) due to the transversal electrostatic force. Therefore, we define two regimes of the SWCNT behavior. In the first, also referred to as the prebuckling regime, the temperature is below its critical value ΔT ≤ ΔT cr , the SWCNT has initial length of L 0 , and the constitutive relation and strain are governed by (3) and (4), respectively. In the second regime, also referred to as the postbuckling regime the axial tension is due to stretch, namely, the constitutive relation is
Contrary to the prebuckling regime, where a temperature increase results in a decrease in the axial force, under the postbuckling regime, an increase in the temperature results in elongation of the SWCNT and a larger slackness.
We emphasize that for temperature differences lower than ΔT cr (prebuckling regime) and in the absence of a transverse loading, the string is initially straight and the undeformed length L 0 is used in the calculation of the strain, in accordance with (4). However, for temperature differences higher than ΔT cr (postbuckling regime), the SWCNT has an initial deflection (slackness). In this case, the strain is calculated in accordance with the expression
Here, L T is the SWCNT length for zero force and it is calculated as follows:
In this work the strain in the prebuckling regime is calculated using (4) while in the postbuckling regime it was calculated using (6) . Note that the strain is commonly calculated with respect to the stress-free reference length. However, since in experimental characterization of such systems the measured electrical resistance is related to elongation, we calculate the strain with respect to the length corresponding to zero force. The geometrical relation between the undeformed (L 0 ), the deformed (L) lengths of the stretched SWCNT and the curvature (κ), for both aforementioned regimes, is expressed as follows:
Substituting the expression for the tension N (the constitutive relation of (3) for prebuckling regime and (5) for the postbuckling regime) with strain (given by (4) for prebuckling regime and (6) for postbuckling regime) into the equilibrium (1) results in the following equilibrium equation for the case of prebuckling:
whereas in the case of postbuckling, the equilibrium equation is
By expressing the term for the deformed length L from (9) and (10) and substituting them into (8), we obtain the nonlinear algebraic equations relating the curvature of the string to the applied electrostatic force. Under prebuckling regime, the equation has the form of
whereas under postbuckling regime the following equation is obtained We note that the above mentioned model is nonlinear. This model takes into account large SWCNTs deflections, as well as a tension force, N, which depends on the SWCNT deflection. In general, the electrostatic load is also not linear. For simplicity, in the present study, it is considered to be deflection independent. We emphasize that several studies reported experiments which agree with the assumption presented above [6, 23, 24] .
Model Results
Equation (11) Tables 1 and 2 . Constant actuation voltage of 50 V was applied to the SWCNT. Note that for negative ΔT − ΔT cr the strain was calculated using (4) while for positive ΔT − ΔT cr the strain was calculated using (6) .
as the material constants used in the calculations are listed in Tables 1 and 2 , respectively. After the deformed lengths were calculated using (8), deflections were calculated using geometrical relations and the average strain was calculated over the whole length of the SWCNT using (4) and (6) .
The influence of the temperature on the SWCNT behavior was analyzed in Figures 2 and in 3. As mentioned, at the critical temperature, ΔT = ΔT cr , and at temperatures lower than the critical value, ΔT < ΔT cr (prebuckling regime), the initial displacement of the SWCNT is zero. However, for temperatures higher than the critical temperature (postbuckling regime), a thermal buckling appears and the SWCNT has an initial nonzero displacement corresponding to infinitesimally small external load, Figure 2 (a). Note that the maximum displacement (the displacements corresponding to the midpoint of the SWCNT) is in the order of hundreds of nanometers. Figure 3 represents the strain of the SWCNT under a constant actuation voltage of 50 V. It can be noticed that in the pre-buckled regime, the strain increases with temperature, namely, the temperature has a softening effect on the SWCNT. This can be explained by the fact that the compressive component of the axial force increases with the temperature, so that high temperatures are associated with SWCNT of lower tension. However, when thermal buckling takes place, an opposite trend of stiffening of the SWCNT was noticed. In this case, the SWCNT has initial slackness which results in higher stiffness since the axial force, which is horizontal before buckling takes place, has a component 6 Journal of Nanomaterials in the lateral direction. As the slackness increases, this lateral component increases as well due to the larger slope of the SWCNT. Next, the behavior of SWCNTs with different lengths and electrostatic gaps is shown in Figures 4 and 5 , respectively, for ΔT = ΔT cr + 250 [K] . Note that due to the geometric nonlinearity, the dependence between the force and the maximum deflection is nonlinear. We emphasize that the strains plotted in Figures 2(b) , 4(b), and 5(b) can be as high as several millistrains. Such a significant strain was reported to have substantial effect on SWCNT electrical behavior [5, 7, 9, 18] .
Influence of the Loading on Local Buckling Sites
The results shown in Section 3 demonstrate that resistive heating can cause the deflections to be in the order of hundreds of nanometers. The influence of such significant deflections was analyzed in this section. Here, we analyze how this thermal heating, and resulting large deflections, influence local buckling sites previously reported in suspended SWCNTs [28] . These buckling sites, shown schematically in Figure 6 , may result either from intentional SWCNT loading or unintentional bending during the fabrication process. Buckling in the fabrication process originates mainly due to strong van der Waals forces, which are dominant surface forces in nanoscale structures (see [13, 17, 28] for more information regarding surface forces and buckling in SWCNTs). To understand the effect of these buckling sites on SWCNT mechanics, an FE model was built in ADINA software. The SWCNT was meshed with large displacement shell elements. The symmetries of the problem were exploited to build compact model. Due to the transverse and longitudinal symmetries, only a quarter of a SWCNT was taken into the FE model. In addition, the boundary conditions include a 0.5 μm long segment which is anchored (fixed) at its bottom. The other end, which represents the midpoint of the SWCNT, was free to deflect but was enforced to have a zero angle. A schematic description of the FE model is shown in Figure 7 .
Initially, a SWCNT without buckling sites was built (Figure 8(a) ). The simulation had two parts. In the first part, a displacement was enforced and remained constant in the area of the buckling site in order to create a structure similar to buckling sites observed in SWCNTs (Figure 8(b) ). Next, displacements were applied to the midpoint of the SWCNT and were gradually increased until displacements of hundreds of nanometers were achieved. Strain presented in Figure 9 was calculated with respect to the state of zero displacement applied to the midpoint of the SWCNT, namely, with respect to the initial strain of the second part of the simulation.
The results of the FE simulation are shown in Figure 9 . Three main regions are clearly identified. The first is the region that represents the strain in part of the SWCNT which is fixed (marked as "fixed" in Figures 7 and in 9) , the second region is the part that surrounds the local buckling site (marked as "local buckling" in Figures 7 and in 9) , and the last part is the suspended part of the SWCNT (marked as "suspended" in Figures 7 and in 9) . We emphasize that the region that surrounds the local buckling site underwent a significant strain in the order of several tens of mili-strain. The relation between the local strain and the maximum SWCNT displacement is shown in the inset of Figure 9 for the node that demonstrated the maximum strain. Therefore, one can conclude that the local buckling sites can have an enhancing effect on strain generated in SWCNTs.
Conclusions
The mechanical behavior of SWCNT under resistive heating and electrostatic loading was analyzed. A SWCNT was modeled as a string, and a large displacement, nonlinear model was developed. The governing equations were solved, and model results show that with sufficient large resistive heating, SWCNT can buckle and thus may demonstrate significantly different mechanical behavior. The effect of the geometrical parameters (length and electrostatic gap) on the SWCNT behavior were also analyzed. Finally, the influence of local buckling sites was analyzed and was found to have an enhancing effect on the SWCNTs local strain. Therefore, the presented results provide an important insight into the unique mechanics of suspended SWCNTs.
